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he true origins of the obscure culture called
Llhuros are unknown. Until the anthropo-
logical historians have disentangled legend

from fact and meshed their philosophical inter-
pretations with the comparative study of
scientifically certified data into an incontrovertible
synthesis, it will remain so. Our ever-increasing
exploration and knowledge will, we hope, one day
produce a clearly delineated and sharply focused
picture. Meanwhile, the compiler, who does not
recognize it to be his task to establish an oriBin o(
synthesis, feels it is not premature to present
taagible evidence of the existence of that culture.
But, in assembling the material for this presentation
from many sources, public and private, here and
abroad, he has met with innumerable pitfalls,
contradictions, and confusions. Therefore, he
wishes to dispel the haze of time for the viewer by
giving some idea of how the maior divisions in the
Llhuroscian civilization were determined. It is for
this purpose that the following observations of the
English anthropologisi, Brent Colbum Towle,
curator of the Department of Llhuroscian
Antiquities of the British Museum, are quoted:

Though it is by no means categodcally infallible and
possibly may suggest to art historians a startling
oversimplilication, the Early Archaic is characterized
by a rugged imagery essentially nonrepresentational.
The Archaic votives that seem to possess a disquieting
o! menacing ai! are invariably Pilkug, while the serene
icons are most often the products of the trarrquil people
of Vanibo. Indeed, this appears ingenuous but the ease
with which one might make further obvious distinctions
vanishes quickly when one is confronted by the con-
fusing similarities between objects of the Late Archaic
(Lampl6) and those ol the Middle Period including
Malmusian and Naciremian artifacts found at
Draikum and Trolydos. The confusion is due in part
to the inescapable fact that, while there is a noticeable
emphasis on sexuality throughout the entire history of
Llhuros, it is the manner and degree of this special
interest which distinguishes the Late Archaic from the
Middle Period. I,ly'hile not lacking a strain of libedinage,
the Archaic can be distinguished easily from the Middle
Peliod-the latter epoch justifiably renowned for a
charged libidinousness exceeding even Paphian
sensuality.r

1. Brent Colburn Towle, Catalogue of Llhuroscian
Bronzes , p. 73.

There is a danger of over-theorizing in attemptint
to present a chronological survey of the relatively
unknown civilization called Llhuros. The earliest
written (eference to its existence is by the
Tyrsenoian historian, Nim-Bu-Tann the Elder,
who wrote:

And tong ago the sailors who returned after being
gioen up as lost, told of beingbefriended by the
people on the shores of the Sea of Llhuris whose
principal citi.es were dug deep zaithin pumice mines.

No time can be established by this anecdote,
obviously, and still it is our only historical reference
to a sea which may have been the glacial lake of
Lydia. This supposition is founded on the meager
evidence but amazing similarity of Llhuroscian and
Lydian bullae (pendants of necklaces which often
served as perfume containers).

Despite the presence of early literature in the form
of prayers, written songs, inscriptions, diary
excerpts, an4 perhaps surprisingly, some chronicles
and commentaries from the reign of Kai Preiden,
the Llhuroscians produced no historiography in an
official sense. Neither their collective origins nor
destinies seemed to have stirred a dianoetic ripple
in the body of Llhuroscian literature. In their
acceptance of the life condition as god-decreed,
they seem impassive, yet in iheir prayers they
appear to have been a people sensitively aware of
their impulses, follies, inhibitions, weaknesses,
and dilemmas.

These prayers and occasionally songs were bulnt
into leather sheaths called, senberiens. A senberien
was worn at times as an amulet and sometimes
attached to a votive or placed within if the votive
had a hollow interior. One of the earliest of these
prayers was found with a double-niched votive
(ffgure 2) dedicated to the joint deities Tal-Hax and
Shor-Noo, in the excavations at Vanibo. It is of the
Lamplii Period (Late Archaic) and has been
translated by Sir Hilion Rupert Bailey of the
Royal Paleographic Society in 1961. From its
contents we learn that at that time, though these



Figure 2 (catalog number 46)

people had a simple lunar calendar, they were still
gatherers rather than hunters and that their
religion was not monotheistic.

The moon has passed, cold and lou
And it is time again to ask you
My God to plead for me.

Go to your God and tell him thus:

My f ood is scarce and has no taste.
My son is small and weak.
My woman is cold and old,
My eyes do not carry far and away.

All this cannot be changed;
Tal-Hax, this I know,
Tal-Hax tell Great Shor-Noo
Change what is good for me.

Let the berry-bush bow low, the nets full.
Make my son stand in danger, not too long.
Let my woman loosen her hair about me.

When the Last Dark comes,let me see

without afire,

Do this, Tal-Hax, and I will not fail
To plant fishbones in neat regular mounds
Ooer turtle-shells filled with black and u:hite stones
When the moon comes again,high or low.

Though Phillip Ewing-Kershaw has done the major
translations of early senberiens particularly of the

Pilkug People,2 the only psychoanalytical treatment
of the literary development of the Late Archaic has
been contributed by Gareth Brewster who, com-
bining the training of the paleographer-philologist
and psychoanalyst, clarifies the contextual
symbolism of this Pilkug love song.

lf you want me

As I want you,
You utould let me die
Under a petal of your rose
And you would bury me

In the lobe of your ear.

Considered in the light of the audile-phase latencies, this
primitive song demonstrates the absolute normalization
of the primary narcissism principle counteracting erotic
negativity and illuminating the limits of situational
apperception considered by advocates of morphological
mimicry to be no less than root-stock for tertiary
identification among the constitutive dynamism of
acoustical obsession. The partial structuring of
voyeuristic-masochistic reduplications, of ten present
in early manifestations of neuraxial residues, gives way
here to an abstract eguivalent of the mediatization of
spatial ensnarement apparent to a demonstrative degree
in concentrational forms of obsessional metaphors of
audion apparatus. Despite the dialectical relation that
can be reconstituted, in the proper sense of a latent
signifier, the exoscopic prematurity of audile transi-
tivism bears a momentous consequence as a primordial
obsession to imperfect displacement of bipolar structures
of questionable heuristic values. Certainly there is the
inevitable reaction of complete indifferentiation versus
the libidinal economy of overdetermined necromimesis

-a 
symbolic circle of the "Innenwelt" into the

"Umwelt" transition which most often results in radical
misrecognition. Unfortunately the evidence ot "a piori"
identification, or, one might say, even the material
support of intrasubjective communication forces a
withdrawal from the open exchange of truthful clarity
in human discourse at this point, most regrettably,
with anticipatory psychical causality.3

2. Phillip Ewing-Kersh aw, Legends of the Pilkug
People.

3. Gareth Hoare Brewster, Phenomenological Expres-
sions of Early Mechanically Motitsated Aspects of
Undisturbed lntentionality Found in Early Llhuroscian
Studies, pp. 99-1-OO.
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Ithough we may regret their Iack of
historiographic interest which may be
accounted for, in part, by the eloquent

fact that the Llhuroscians were temple-builders but
not mythrnakers (given the widest screen for
influence-projection and minimal scientific observ-
ance, mythographers fail to find any suggestion of
even the common theme of dragon-slaying in
Llhuroscian literature), the loss and subsequent
uncertainty and confusion is overshadowed by
our recognition of disturbing parallelisms. I /hile
there is no evidence, for instance, that the Llhuro-
scians wondered about their past eras or why
they failed to inhabit their coastal plains, there is
a remarkable continuity in their preoccupation
with undeniable expiatory drives of abasement
which strike the most vibrant note in our recognition
of their similarity to ourselves- a recognition that
renders them neither distant nor foreign.

The Llhuroscians were inveterate ritualists who
assiduously cultivated a brooding and possibly
indelible guilt complex that could only be amelio-
rated by appeasing the gods through self-affliction.
The ordinary outlet for such assuagement was
found in the rite of stilt-walking. The orant figure

on ceremonial stilts was not a creation ex nihilo bul
can be traced to "an expiatory need apperceived by
the earliest Llhuroscians, and this need continued
Lo be erpressed as a rite and in the imagery
throughout the entire culture."a For example, see

Petroglyph, Early Archaic, (figure 3) and Section of
Inner Wall from the Temple of Phallos at Trolydos,
Middle Period, (figure 1). In the rite of stilt-walking,
the pilgrim moved toward a shrine on uneven stilts
and carried a bird on his head as an expression of
contrition. The degrees of intensity of self-denial
and masochism that determined the quality of
contrition were gauged by the instability and height
of the stilts and the size and waywardness of the
bird. The supplicant's vacillant tone of self-mockery
and petty defensiveness and his heretical dubiety
have an oddly familiar reverberation or con-
temporary reecho in these lines found at the
Temple of Uoyab. They may bring to our mind
the behavior of certain close relatives and friends
whose self-imposed martyrdoms conceal destructive
role-playing in family and social life today.

4. Silvio Gian Terracini, "Metodi strutturali critica
litteraria Llhurosciar.a," p. 4L9.
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Figure 4 (catalog number 73)

It is not easy to carry abird on
Your head,

Especially when it is a big,
Big bird,
With its huge wings flopping,
It probably wouldbe easier
If its wings were flapping.
But then, the bird would be

Flying, whereas
I am carrying the bird.

Or so it seems

That I am carrying the bird.
But maybe the bird is

Carrying me. oh, Oh, lsicf
Its talons dig into my ceremonial wig
And almost into my head
It tpould be much easier if
I were not on sacred stilts:
That malces it more difficult.

But ute do not expect the way to
Akaslu to be without

Discomfort or pain.Weknow our sins
Are less rphen the pilgrimage is
N ot a lark. This one is not easy.

It is not a lark. lt is a good pilgrimage.
I belieoe I am a good pilgrim,

Specifically referring to these lines, Professor
Renshaw Fairchild Hamilton has made the
following observation :

Often we make our aims in human relationships
difficult to achieve by erecting barriers that block our
progress towards such goals. In our eagerness to ensure
our martyrdoms and to exploit our roles-be they as
family member, father, mother, or off-spring, or as
friend-we assume, metaphorically, burdens similar
to those of the stilt-walkers. Our expiatory needs are
satisfied by ingratiation. That is to say, gratuitously we
extend excessive solicitude and sustain extraordinary
attention in the affairs of others even though in so doing,
we foster overcompliance in ourselves while forcing
others into abject dependence. When we fail to observe
what we consider to be proper appreciation, our
wounded feelings are communicated oveitly or subtly
but sufficiently to alienate the recipients of our
"goodness," and invariably we call upon bystanders for
recognition of our beneficence as well as a laudatory
assessment of our role-playing. If an extrinsic com-
mendation is not forthcoming, our sense of the
immanence will not deter us from personally issuing
the appraisal.s

Much of our knowledge of the everyday life of the
Llhuroscians is the product of the untiring efforts of
Professor Nils Schilaneder, the brilliant paleog-
rapher and director of the Swedish Institute of
Archaeological Science and Research in Stockholm.
Indeed when clues became too tenuous, multiple,
and diffused beyond the attentive application of
those merely dedicated to the Llhuroscian field,
Professor Schilaneder has analyzed material, partly
with uncanny divination and wholly with extraordi-
nary perception, that while physically available to
others, in truth, was psychically beyond the reaches

of most Llhuroscian researchers. Typical of his
investigatory style are his remarks on the initiation
ritual of a minor subcaste, the Nacirem Cult, an
offshoot of the Malmusians, Middle Period.

5. Renshaw Fairchild Hamilton, "Counteraction of
Narcissism in Llhuroscian Litwgy," p. 7 3.
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In the corporeity of Llhuroscian writing there are few
descriptions of an emotional ambience stimulated
simultaneously by visionary feruidity and rendered
impercipient by liturgical participation such as the
following account of a Naciremian initiation ustulated
[scorched] on the obverse of the arkphor lhome
votive, figure 4] found at Houndee. The rite involved
insobriety, animal sacrifice, and lunar worship.5

ln a sacred fog the lfuing things
Outline themselt:es,
Tense in dancing grief against the
Bright sound,s and sud.den smells of the
Night silence.
Beyond. the sleeping camp
Hunters encircle the spindling bones,
Anointed by smoking' toines and
Shaken in coiled, rhythms,

Inoiting me to take the emptiness of
Cool feathers and, drink the
Thick, orange blood, the
White eyes of the goat
Burn through fumes of lust-
A lust
Hooked in blue d.arkness,

S piralling down, d,oton

Onto the bed, of stone leaoes.

The blood on its horns binds me
To a promise und.erstood in uonderment,
And the uncooered. moon
Wets me in an angry glare
Like a shrill usarning,
Commanding that I pierce
The soft throat.

6. Nils Schilaneder, Lebende Symbole der Llhuroschen
Kunst und Kultur, pp, 725-26,

7, Most Llhuroscian scholars agree that the vinous
fermentations of these sacred wines were too powerful
to have been drunk, and there seems to be strong
evidence that the Llhuroscians imbibed their ceremonial
wines by inhaling the steam of the beverage as it was
thrown onto ffery stones. Professor Schilaneder has
r,a,i"iareo --€}}d, a- ut
"hissing" (ibid). The author pr'efers to translate
ffi|-}A. € as "smoking," because
it impnea transitlie action on the part of the celebrants
of the fitual.

Figule 5 (catalog number 82)

The sacred body oils used in that rite and all public
ceremonies were kept in pitchers called trallibs
which were commonly humanoid in form. The oil
applicatot ot unioell used in body anointing for
public prayers was made of wood, ivory/ silver,
gold, or other metal in various images or shapes
with rounded backs to lessen abrasive action.
The univell was kept in a box called an ulbro, The
ivory univell in the wooden sexangular ulbro was
found in the secular quarters at Vanibo by Professor
Schilaneder who thinks it is more reasonable to
believe that it was owned by a wealthy adstocrat
than by a high priest. (See figure 5.)

There are also the extensive excavations of
Professor Schilaneder at Draikum, a city that
flourished during the latter part of the Middle
Period. He discovered many objects that appear to
be phallic symbols relating to sexually oriented
rites-obiects used perhaps for fertility, hunting,
and agricultural goals. Later there were temples
dedicated to phallic worship. Professor Schilaneder



unearthed the mural depicting a priest from the
Temple of Phallos at Draikum and the mural from
the Temple of Phallos at Trolydos, showing erotic
images of the principal god, Aar-Tenn. Professor
Schilaneder has deciphered the wall prayer-tablets
at both sites, and, though the temples were
chronologically separated by several hundred years,

the prayers chanted by the priests of both temples
to ward off impotence were identical.

Sacred god-bird, oh Aar-Tenn, hear me.

Your body is round and smooth
With stiff, red, soft f eathers.
You f eed in quick, cruel strolces.

You feast in uet, dark cartes.

When you die, your stretched wings f old.

Oh Feeder-Deoot:rer,lean or full
Giae me one magic gift,I implore.
Gitse my body great wings.

Let my hunger be satisfied.

Let me carae fast and long.
Let me lizte to die often.
Let me,like you, find lif e by dying.
Hear me, hear me, Son-Father,
Oh Sacred Aar-Tenn, oh Bird of Lif e.

he most complete description of a rite is
given as part of the autobiographical
writings of a Royal Mace-Bearer at

Houndee. From his description, below, of a
procession to the Temple of Holmeek (figure 6)

it is evident that the society had been segmented
into castes by the Decline. A merchant class trades
in the bazaar which suggests something about the
physical size and plan of the city; there is enough
wealth concentrated in the hands of a few to make

a class of beggars possible. There is a class of
craftsmen represented by carpet-makers and
candle-makers as well as religious castes represented

by the Temple Virgins, the Holy Whores, and the

Tomb Washers whose very young daughters are

chosen by lottery as the darkdous and are starved
to death in advance of this processional festival.s
The following translation was made by Dr. Chai
Lung Lee, director of the Institute of Paleography,
Peking, China.

With lota sweeping circles of sea gulls spraying the
eoening air with golden dung and calling the crab
snakes to their destruction, the Sacred Procession of
the Effigy Chairs begins with its Royal Noise-
Makers pulling long carpets of inoisible bells and
shaking great bark-balls filled with crystallized sea

f oam, its ArmlessWomen in shell tunics and

f eathered masks lurching in unison astride giant
turtles, its f asting, penitent Bazaar Merchants
stinking like a reserooir of sheeted bones, its
sniffling packs of rohining hound bitches clearing
paths f or Boy-Beggars whose blistered backs are
coroered with a salzse of green pollen and locust legs,
its naked Astrologers on miniature horses with
manes plaited u)ith lioe black eels and reading aloud

from texts utritten on long, thin white leaoes of the
giant bestos plant, its Dwarf Monsters riding
wheels of painted pottery tumbling and falling in
the d.irection of the T emple, its white oxen crushing

flowers and small birds as they bear f orward the
empty Effigy Chairs made of the skins of the rare
Pruii stretched on tall grids of Viiben bones adorned
with the blue nests of the Night Birds and flaked
with bubble milk of the sea cou, and at the end of
the Sacred Procession come the black-teated
Temple Virgins, f estooned with bloody tnhipping
cords and helmeted in meshes of stained iuory
ringlets, released from their wet, grass cages, and,

finally, the procession closes around the circle of
the sighing parents of the darkdow, who step

f oruard and silently watch sinless old Rope-Makers
under tallowed, leather work aprons publicly
sodomize the limp forms while the Tokens of
Holmeek are lowered. into the Sacred Fires, f ed by

8. H. F. von Bleichmann, "Necrophilic Practices in
Lluros," lournal of Anthropological Arts and Sciences
(London) March'1,964 : 92-11,3.
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Figure 6 (catalog number 95)

the unborn of Horse People, and burned. with the
month-cloths of the Holy Whores.

Professor von Bleichmann sees this festival as an
elaboration of the earlier fertility rites of the Late
Archaic Period with human sacrifice added. The
Tokens of Holmeek are lowered into the sacred fire
instead of fish bones being buried in the earth;
the darkdow are starved to death perhaps as a

symbol of what would happen to the city if the
gods visited it with famine as an expression of
disapproval. In the ceremony, all things having to
do with sexuality are blackened or burned (such as

the unborn of the Horse People, the month-cloths of

I

7T

the Holy Whores, and the breasts of the Temple
Virgins). This could be an elaboration of the
symbolic coming of winter, or the return of springr-
The crematory rite involving the Horse People
mentioned in the Royal Mace-Bearer's description
of the procession is not the only historical reference
to these strange people. According to the high
priests of the Pumice Cities, the Horse People
originally were normal people who fished for a
Iivelihood in the Gulf of Trusiern, long before the
advent of the prophet Naimbo. Thaillus of
Maydron writes inhis Commentaries on the Horse
People, Book lll that Naimbo warned these ancient
fishermen that all purple sea horses were sacred;
when caught in nets, the sea horses were to be
returned by the fishermen to the waters, unharmed.
Under no circumstances were the sea horses to be
eaten. Almost as though it were foreordained by an
evil force, the fishermen of the Gulf of Trusiern
not only ignored these injunctions but actually
developed an unholy appetite for the purple sea

horse, and its flesh was relished by the young and
old. Thaillus of Maydron writes:

Retribution was slow but ineaitable. Strangely, the
guilty fishermen and their families did not seem to
be atnare of their metamorphosis which came slowly
and painlessly as though a summer's cloud had
passed oaer them, and it was not until Naimbo
returned on a cyclical Redemption Rally that they
discooered they looked not like Naimbo but like
each other. When they learned of their physical
change, they became too self-conscious to perf orm
their daily functions as before. ln awkzoardness
they put their hooaes through the bottoms of their
fishing boats, and could no longer row in unison.
Finally, they were f orced to seek their lioelihood as

beasts of burden and, as such, they were a caste
louser than the orteths,e and the unborn of the
Horse People uere fed to sacred fires.lo

9. Tomb washers whose daughters were regularly
sacrificed in the infamous ceremony of the Tokens of
Holmeek.

10. This cremation occurred in the ceremony honoring
Holmeek.



e are indebted to the eminent Llhuros-
cian art critic, Sir Hilliard Cecil
Smallpiece for the following evaluation

of the arts of Llhuros.

Unfortunately for critical interests and scholarly
research, Llhuroscian art presents no innovative aspects
and allows scant dichroistic interpretations. Perhaps
the salient characteristic of the art is the biased emphasis
on vertical axes that are countered by stylizations of
decorative motifs and alternated by changes of direction
and speed in line and contour. It cannot be denied that
patteins exhibit a concatenation of abstract decoration
which conceivably could have meaning if adequately
analyzed from a semiologistic viewpoint. At a present
reading of the available material, however, few critical
interpretations could support the notion that the
repetitive design organizations warrant further analysis
for transfrastic content. Nevertheless, it must not be
supposed that the inconsistencies one is regularly
confronted by, in the abandonment of evidences of
creative growth*unconsciously demonstrated in the
most recent excavations at Ronup-point unmistakably
to a retrogressive milieu or innate otiosity but rather
suggests, if one cares to regard that as an unlikely
presumption, the presence of an ineffable aesthetic
tendency.ll

As Sir Smallpiece points out, there is no evidence
that the artistic growth of these people reached
heights comparable to the technological advances of
the Decline. Even by our present standards,
Llhuroscian mathematical and scientific achieve-
ments are impressive. Unfortunately, because of
ecological changes, we can neither duplicate the
working conditions nor benefit from their
considerable knowledge. For instance, present
day archaeomagnetic data indicate that the
Westward Drift of the Geomagnetic Field nullifies
any use of the principles employed in the Llhuros-
cian solar clock (figure 7). Furthermore, on certain
archaeological sites such as Houndee where the
unigue planispheric-astrolabic torquetum was

discovered, tests of thermoluminescent dosimetry
of environmental radiation prove the present
pollution of that site and elsewhere preclude the

use of such Llhuroscian horometric data. The
inaccessibility of such scientific data increases our

11. Hilliard Cecil Smallpiece, "Instances of Archaic
Survival in Pre-Uoyabian Sculpture," pp. L96-97.

frustration when we learn that the use of even our
latest equipment in archaeomagnetic measure-
ment and analysis-specifically, the nondestructive
activation of miliprobe examination using charged
particles and fast neutrons-has failed to identify
the Llhuroscian.metal used as the numerals in the
machine. The solar clock is a fascinating excursion
into the use of interplanetary energy, being
essentially a variant of a cyclic type of mechanical
motion using the elastic vibrations of pure
epidosite crystals whose oscillation frequencies

Figure 7 (catalo g numb er 10 8)

are more sharply defined and higher than quartz
crystals-some 800,000 vibrations per second.
That is to say, instead of electrical gearing of any
kind of cathode ray, the amplification was of
hendiadysiac sympathy or episeismic contact
emanating from the constellations of the southern
hemisphere or, more specifically, the azimuthal
use of Eridanus and Reticulum in crossing the
Llhuroscian meridian tentatively identified as

New Corwale. As a matter of fact the reconstructed
mechanism of this Llhuroscian clock was strikingly
similar to present day use of the quartz crystal
oscillator: the perforations in the radial dial of the

't2



Llhuroscian clock were coated with an alloy similar
to elinvar in modulus of elasticity, an arrangement
which provided a feedback from a kind of anode
circuit much like an old wireless radio. Synchro-
nized with electrical discharges alternately from
Eridanus and Reticulum, the temple clock behaved
like a tuned grid circuit without the necessity of a

valve amplifier and was completely unaffected
by either changes of temperature or barometric
pressure. In short, the occasion of random error was
reduced to less than one part in one trillion. Today
we must content ourselves, from the horological
point of view, with random error reduction of one
part in one thousand million. Ancient horometry
offers few examples as bizarre as this clock that
signalized the openings of the notorious sexual
feasts of the Lokust sect. The erotic figures on the
radial dial actually [unr tioned as an ingenious
electric gravity escapement, rocking with increasing
scope at appointed times for orgiastic rituals.12
Another noteworthy Llhuroscian measuring
instrument was the combination planispherical
astrolabic torquetum (figure 8). It bears a

remarkable resemblance to the earliest working

12. We are indebted to Sir Llewelyn David Barrett,
former director of the Greenwich Royal Observatory for
an interesting sidelight on this solar clock which was
found in the excavations at Kaipurn in 1965. Under his
direction, a study of the mechanism of the Llhuroscian
solar synchronous clock was based on a series of
reconstructions carried out in military secrecy during
World War II. At that time there was considerable
expectation that some of the principles used in this
Llhuroscian temple clock could be employed in effecting
a finer synchronization of Bdtish time between England
and Australia. The principal substitution in the recon-
structions by the English astronomers was in the
experimental use of infratimovisia gas in place of
ammonia-a substitute whose molecular collisions are
nonrandom. Set in motion by electrical emanations
alternately from Eridanus and Reticulum, the
Llhuroscian clock utilized the atomic vibrations in
petmanent nonchangeable patterns for absolute control
of oscillation. Twentieth-century air pollution prevented
Sir Llewelyn David Barrett from establishing episeismic
rapport with much of the Southern Constellational
freguencies.

13

models made by Nasir ad-din at-Tfisi, the thirteenth
century Islamic astronomer. In both the Llhuroscian
and the Islamic torquetums, the plane projection of
the sphere required the observer's eye to be placed
at the South Pole.

This complex Llhuroscian scientific device had
many purposes: when the horizontal plate was
oriented, it was possible to make measurements at
azimuth (angles measured along the horizon);
on the eastern rim of this plate one equitorial plate

,'
l.

Figure 8 (catalog nunber 709)

is hinged so that it could be raised to an angle equal
to the complement of the latitude of the place

where one was working; the curved phrenlix
(a type of gnomon) threw shadows which were
read in multiples of twenty-seven degrees, fifteen
seconds. This complex division permitted a time
measurement far more accurate than our prime
meridian of Greenwich allows, because it was not
limited to the plane of the ecliptic but measured
finite convexities versus finite concavities in
determining celestial latitudes. All other known
astrolabes (sundials) use the singular solar
reference.



Ir n some anthropological circles, the fall of these

I people has been ascribed to the infallibility
I of the Llhuroscian menstrual charl ltrollium)
as well as their hedonistic indulgence of effete

refinements and obsessive pursuit of sensory
excitation- Towle has analyzed the Decline, which
includes the Sivadian period and the reigns of
Kai Preiden and Fakka, as "remarkably dualistic.
Notable for naturalism in the arts, advanced,

complicated casting techniques, and amazing
technological inventions, the Decline was also

characterized by habitual, extravagant gambling
and an emphasis on strange and unnatural physical
development Ifigure 9] . The civilization ultimately
ended with the absolute collapse of ethics and an

adynamic licentiousness of crapulous animalism-

a state of being in which rampant intellectualism
subfugated all values relative to physical fitness,
human dignity, and moral integrity."13

The compiler believes their ultimate decline was
the direct product of an apathy of staggering
proportions-a result of a total disintegration of
the human need and/or will to live. But for
Llhuroscophiles, both cognoscenti and laymen, the
ur probleme in this anthropological study is not the
tantalizing lacunae in our knowledge of the true
origins of this strangely remote culture but the
traumatic reflection of ourselves in this narrow
spectrum of Llhuroscian life.

13. Towle, Catalogue of Llhuroscian Btonzes, p. 30.

Figure 9 (catalog nunber 729)
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1/ UNIDENTIFIED

Early Archaic
Ceramic
Height:18 cm. Width:8.5 cm.

2 / UNIDENTIFIED

Early Archaic
Metal
Height:20 cm. Width:10 cm.

3 / UNIDENTIFIED

Early Archaic
Wood and metal
Height:113 cm.

4 / UNIDENTIFIED

Early Archaic
Wood, hide, and stone
Height: 45 cm.

5 / VOTIVE EIGURE

Early Archaic
Metal
Height:50 cm. Width:11 cm.

Most scholars accept this as the prototype for the orant
figure in Llhuroscian sculpture.

6 / VOTIVE

Early Archaic
Metal
Height: 99 cm. Width at widest point: 35.5 cm.

'ts

7 / PAIR OE FORNICATING GODS
(Votive with Senberien)

Early Archaic
Metal
Height:23 cm.

The hollow interiors of votives often contained
senberiens-pieces of leather on which were inscribed
prayers. The translation of this senberien is by the
Swedish paleographer, Nils Schilaneder, director of the
Swedish Institute of Archaeological Science and
Research.

Shisun, make me one with thee.
Let the sinetos of my loins
Measure the beat of
Your dripping ardour. Oh, oh
Make a net of your hair,
That I not drown in your arms.

lLebende Symbole der Llhuroschen Kunst und Kultur,
P.241

8 / VOTIVE FIGURE

Early Archaic
Metal
Height:45 cm. Width: 15 cm.

9 / VOTIVE FIGURE

Early Archaic
Metal
Height:28 cm.

Nils Schilaneder in his translation of the senberien
writes that the "syreek" was a wolflike animal and the
"tonzit" resembled a tiger.

a



SONG OF THEYOUNG WARRIOR

I am brazte
Yes,bratse indeed.

Others toear the teeth of the syreek.
Only I uear the teeth of the tonzit.
Others row with the white waters.
Only I stoim against the white waters.
I am braoe,
Yes,bratse indeed,

fLebende Symbole, p. 361

10 / EARLY ICON OF AAR-TENN

Early Archaic
Wood (original), fur,leather, and fiber (partly restored)
Height: 163 cm.

11l VOTIVE FIGURE

Early Archaic
Metal
Height: 22 cm. Width: 8.5 cm.

12 / VOTIVE FORM

Early Archaic
Metal and wood
Height:39 cm. Width:19 cm.

13 / CERAMIC PLAQUES

Early Archaic
Painted and glazed earthenware
Height:15 cm. Length (together)r ^0.5 cm.

Professor Schilaneder believes stilt-walkers and pilgrims
to be the subject matter of these unusual plaques
(Lebende Symbote, p. 48).

14 / NECKLACE

Early Archaic
Beads, stone, and shells
Length:45.5 cm.

The necklace consists of one hundred twenty-six beads,
one Pharicix, and three shells.
Lent by the Brown-Singer Foundation.

15 / WEAPON

Early Archaic
Wood, metal, and shell
Length:45 cm.

16 / DOUBLE-FACED STETE

Early Archaic
Marble
Height:46 cm. Width: 29.5 cm.

One face (left) of this stele shows a very early
form of the stilt-walker image, while the verso (right)
depicts a bullock.

16
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17 / EARLY VOTIVE OF SHOR-NOO

Early Archaic
Wood and metal
Height: 56 cm. Width:30 cm.

18 / STELE WITH GODS TAI-HAX
AND SHOR-NOO

Early Archaic
Marble
Height: 52 cm. Width (without base):45.6 cm.

19 / PETROGTYPH WITH STILT-WALKER

Early Archaic
Incised stone (broken)
Height: 22.7 cm. Length (overall): S3.5 cm.

See figure 3, page 7,

This petroglyph accompanies the earliest extant image
of a stilt-walker, which is clearly incised in the left
section. Translated by Nils Schilaneder, the axiom on the
right offered an insight typical of the cautious people
of Vanibo, "It is wiser to fondle a viper than believe a
reflection in a troubled pool" (Lebende Symbole, p. 60).

20 / VOTIVE OF STILT-WALKERS

Early Archaic
Stone
Height: 46 cm. Length: 120 cm.

21

21l PAIR OF STITT-WALKERS (Devout Couple)

Early Archaic
Wood and metal
Height: 42 cm. Width: 13 cm.

17
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22 / STELE WITH STILT-WALKER AND STILTS

Early Archaic
Marble
Height:31 cm. Length: 51 cm.

23

23 / FRAGMENT OF MURAL

Early Archaic, found at Houndee, 1966
Fresco
Height: 20 cm. Length: 30.5 cm.

This is the earliest known iconographic example oI the
Thruhai bird.

., 24

24 / WATER CLOCK

Early Archaic
Ceramic; parts of body and lip missing
Height: 2O cm. Diameter: 17 cm.

It is assumed that water clocks were used for finding
the hour of the night, but they may have been used in
addition to sundials. The water was allowed to escape
slowly from a small hole near the bottom of the vessel
and the time was indicated by the level of the water
within.

18
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25 / CINERARY URN

Early Archaic, found at Houndee, 1966
Bronze, solid cast; surface spotted from sporadic
repatination with black discoloration in some areas
Height: 1.4.5 cm. Width: 9.5 cm. Length: 20.3 cm.

The urn is complete except for the jewel missing from
the navel of the female effigy.
Ex collection: Viscount ]ean Louis Bernardy. Lent by
the trustees of the British Museum, gift of Sir Edward
George HLLL,1.967.

26 / DWARF MONSTER

Archaic
Metal
Height: 28 cm.

27 I PAI]d'- OF SODOMITES, MINOR OFTICIALS

Archaic
Lead
Height: 8.5 cm.

Though vote-getting and canvassing in the broadest
sense of the words involved sodomy, it was not known if
the voter was the activator or recipient of this wholly
political gesture.

28 / TEMPLE DOOR

Archaic
Stone
Height: L9O cm. Width: 86.5 cm.

291VOTIYE FIGURE

Archaic, Pilkug
Metal
Height:1r.8 cm.

One of the earliest uses of the orant figure, this may be
a temple votive inasmuch as home votives usually were
considerably smaller in scale,

30 / VOTIVE

Archaic, Pilkug
Metal and slate
Height:43 cm. Width:10 cm.

31l VOTIVE

Archaic, Pilkug
Metal
Height:23 cm. Width:53 cm.

Translated senberiens (see page 5) give us insights into
the tribal lives of the early people of Llhuros. The one
found in the stylized recumbent figure forms of this

19



votive was a song sung by an unmarried woman of the
Pilkug group and has been translated by Phillip
Ewing-Kershaw.

Offer me a shroud
And ueep for me.
I cannot die
Yet I am entombed
By tears because
I am not free
To make a bed of boughs
And wait at night for
My Hunter to stab me.

I pretend to fight,
He has a dagger.
I want to be stabbed:
His weight crushes
The breath out of me.

Afterwards,I rest
As though I were still in
My mother's body.
Holdinghis twin soft stones,
I listen to his noisy sleep.

fLegends of the Pilkug People, p. 28f

32 / DWARF MONSTER

Archaic, Pilkug
Ceramic
Height: 27 cm. Width:9.5 cm.

Though many of their practices were cruel and even
inhuman, the people of Llhuros were both tolerant and
kind towards those with underdeveloped bodies. It is
not known whether this was an effort to ward off a
similar affliction or if it was believed that those afflicted
possessed magical powers. The image of the dwarf is
prominent in descriptions of both secular and religious
festivals, and the icon is a common one in Llhuroscian
art.

33 / FUNEREAL HERO

Archaic, Pilkug
Wood (original) and beads (partly restored)
Height: 67,5 cm, Width:31 cm.

Hero figure used by the Pilkug tribesmen in their annual
hero celebration. The senberien attached to the back of
the votive has been translated by the young Oxford
paleographer, Phillip Ewing-Kershaw. The elders of the
tribe performed as mourners and the elective role of
the dead war hero was awarded to the finest hunter-
athlete of the tribe. The verses of the mourners were
given in learned succession, reciting the attributes of the
hero. The dead man's verse, however, was both
extemporaneous and random,

HARP SONG FROMTHE PILKUG FUNERAL CEREMONY
FOR A HERO
MOURNERS:

We remember, yes lDe remember well,
Your strength.
But the darkness cannot
Be crushed eoen with
Thighs as mighty as yours.
DEAD WAR HEROI

Do not uet your face
With mentories of me.
I had no choice
You toould haoe done the same,
MOURNERS:

We remember, yes u)e remember toell
Your steadfastness.
But uater cannot
Be kept from dripping
When the thirsty man
Has only his cupped hand..

Itext lacking]
MOURNERST

We know we cannot rest
Until your name is sung
From morning to night.
We will neither f eed nor uine ourselrtes
On this unhappy day each year.

fLegends,p.47)
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34 / VOTIVE

Archaic, Vanibo
Metal
Height:18 cm. Width:8 cm.

35 / VOTIVE

Archaic, Vanibo
Metal
Height:74.5 cm.

36 / VOTIVE FIGURE

Archaic, Vanibo
Metal
Height:88 cm. Width:13 cm.

37 I voTlvE
Archaic, Vanibo
Metal
Height: 109 cm.

38 / VOTIVE FIGURE

Archaic, Vanibo, found at Houndee
Iron
Height: 3o cm.

Professor Nils Schilaneder, who translated the senberien

tI.

found in this votive, says, "sayhaitu" was a surprise
assortment of the husband's favorite desserts and that
his sighting of the cook's breath in the stearny
preparation of the sweetmeats acted as a stimulant
to his appetites.

EVEN/NG SONG OF THEWISEWIFE
The cloud of my breath:
Our "sayhaitu" is ready to eat,

The cloud of my breath:
My cryingbaby smiles.
The cloud of my breath:
My anxious husband relaxes,

The cloud of my breath:
The rainbow flowers in our bed.

lLeb ende Symbole, p. zz)

39 / URN

Archaic, Vanibo
Ceramic
Height: 26 cm.

40 / VOTIVE OE STILT-WALKERS

Archaic, Vanibo
Marble (recomposed)
Height: 27 cm. Length: 77 cm,

21.
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41l VOTIVE OF STILT-WALKER

Archaic, Vanibo
Metal and stone
Height: 3o cm.

42 / VOTIVE, PENITENT FIGURE
(Early Image of Tal-Hax?)

Archaic, Vanibo
Wood and metal chain
Height: 29 cm. Width: 10 cm.

43 / SMALL MACE (Early Variant)

Archaic, Vanibo
Metal and stone
Height: 30 cm. Width: 25 cm.

441 SMALL MACE

Archaic, Vanibo
Wood
Height: 42 cm. Width: 20 cm.

45 / FACSIMILE OF CAVE PAINTING

Archaic, Vanibo
Acrylic on gesso board
Height:23 cm. Width:28 cm.

46 / HOME VOTIVE SHRINE IN TWO PARTS

Archaic, Vanibo
Wood and metal
Height:24.5 cm. Length (overall): 47,5 cm.

See figure 2, page 6.

47 / DWARF MONSTER RIDING A WHEEL

Late Archaic (Lamplii)
Metal
Height: 27 cm, Diameter (of base): 16 cm.

This object has been tentatively identified by Dr. Chai
Lung Lee, director of the Institute of Paleography,
Peking, China, as a toy. The inner balancing wheel and
track are missing.
Lent by Count Michel Thouvenot, Paris.

4S / TEMPLE DOOR

Latehrchaic (Lamplii)
Stone
Height:2O3 cm. Width:76.3 cm.
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49 / METOPE FROM TEMPLE DEDICATED
TO AAR-TENN

Late Archaic (Lamplii)
Fresco
Height:26cm.

50 / FACSIMILE OF CAVE PAINTING

Late Archaic (Lamplii)
Casein
Height:28 cm. Width: 23 cm.

51l NOISEMAKER

Late Archaic (Lamplii)
Wood
Height: 65 cm.

Noisemakers such as this one are believed to b.e the
precedents of the royal maces carried in religious
processions.

s2 / TRALLIB (Oil Container)

Late Archaic (Lamplii)
Metal
Height: 34 cm.

23
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53 / NASAL FLUTE

Late Archaic (Lamplii)
Metal
Length:45 cm. Width:12 cm.

Found in the early excavations at Houndee in'L962.
A member of the archaeological party, Epitacio Alves
Abascal, the Peruvian anthropologist, accomplished
flautist, and national marathon Olympic entrant, made
a replica of this instrument. However, he found it a
formidable task to play even a full scale in harmonic
succession.

54 / VOTIVE FORM

Late Archaic (Lamplii)
Wood
Height:70 cm.

55 / ELEPHANT MASK

Late Archaic (Lamplii)
Viiben bone covered with hide
Height:51 cm. Width:39 cm.

56 / MACE

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Pilkug
Wood and metal
Height: L19 cm. Width: 22 cm.
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57 / VOTIVE FIGURE

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Pilkug
Metal
Height: 150 cm. Width: 34 cm.

Phillip Ewing-Kershaw, who translated the senberien,
finds the votive too large for home use. He believes the
impaled torsion of the icon echoes the traumatic
experience which was demanded of every eldest son
in the Pilkug group.

RECITATIVE GIYEN AFTER THE ELDEST sON HAS
DROWNED HIS PARENIS

My father took a full
breath.

I had to hold his head
down until
my arms @ere tired,

fLegends, p. 55f

58 / HOME VOTIVE

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Pilkug
Metal
Height:52 cm. Width:8.5 cm.

One of the earliest depictions of an ithyphallic god with
small image of minor god.

59 / ICON OF STILT-WALKER

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Vanibo
Stone
Height:25.5 cm. Width:19.5 cm.

60 / VOTIVE OF STILT-WALKERS

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Vanibo
Stone and metal
Height: 28.5 cm. Length:73.5 cm.

He was a warrior,

He was a strong man.

RECITATIVE

I feel weak as though
I were a woman,

They hidbeyond a
snoto banlc.

My father did not cry out.
My mother cooered

her eyes.
N either fought as I

dragged them
into the uater.

My mother sanl< first.

RESPON9E

(by maternal uncles)

No, you are a strong man.

You haoe hunter's eyes.
You are like him.

It makes no difference.

They knetn the laros.
She was eager to be home.

50
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61l BIRD ROOST

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Vanibo
Crystallized sea foam and Viiben bone
Length:38 cm.

621VOTIVE

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Vanibo
Metal
Height:19 cm. Width:8 cm.

Kenneth Bearing assumes this to be a temple votive
containing an "imprisoned" image of a minor deity who
incurred the strong disapproval of believers (Annual
Report, p.39). But Maurice Peyrefitte's suggestion that
it may be a votive of the anchorite Ur Ur cannot be
disregarded (Des Recherches iconographiques sur les
peuples de Llhuros de la collection d'antiquitbs du
Comte de Thouoenot, p. 142).
Lent by Count Michel Thouvenot, Paris.

63 / VOTIVE IIGURE

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Vanibo
Ceramic
Height:35 cm.

641 TEMPLE VOTIVE (Fertility Votive?)

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Vanibo
Metal
Height:39 cm. Width: 17 cm.62
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65 / FACSIMILE OF HOME FERTILITY VOTIVE

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Vanibo
Wood, beads, fur, and ffber
Height: 111 cm. Width: L9 cm. Depth: 23 cm.

66 / EARLY ICON OF TAL-HAX

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Vanibo
Pink pumice
Height:43 cm. Width:20,5 cm.

67 I VOTM (Of Shor-Noo?)

Late Archaic (Lamplii), Vanibo
Marble
Height:30.5 cm. Width:13 cm.

681 STELE OF AAR-TENN

Late Archaic (Lampl6), Vanibo
Marble
Height: 20.5 cm. Width: 46 cm.

The earliest known image of Aar-Tenn, the bird god.

69 / TRALLIB (Oil Container)

Late Archaic or Middle Period
Earthenware
Height: 36 cm. Width: 11 cm.

This rare hermaphrodite trallib (see page 9) was found
in the excavations at Vanibo, near the site of the shrine
of Malmus.
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70 / ESNONTOS (Urn)

Middle Period, found at Uoyab,1964
Bronze; irregular green and brown erosion, pitted and
partly encrusted; holes in the body, breaks along top
and in decorative trim; traces of gilding
Height: 24 cm. Length (from head to head): 26.7 cm.

"Esnontos" were most commonly used as water
containers, although other uses are attested. Typically,
the body was hammered metal and the animal-headed
handles were cast separately and attached by soldering.
The heavy, bulbous proportions and absence of tongue
are typical of the latter part of the Archaic period,
but the naturalistic rendering of the animals indicate
that a Lamplci dating would be anachronistic.

71l FACSIMILE OF WALL PAINTING AT
TEMPLE OF UOYAB, DEPICTING A RITE

Middle Period, Uoyab
Acrylic on gesso board
Height:28 cm. Width:23 cm.

Professor Schilaneder sees in this mural copy, evidence
of the occasional archaism of the Middle Period
(Lebende Symbole, p. sa). While the artist here has
reverted to the traditional image of the stilt-walker
(see catalog number 2L) the use of illusionistic devices
of foreshortening and tonal gradations is typical of
the latter part of the Middle Period.

721 EACSIMJLE OF WALL PAINTING AT
TEMPLE OF UOYAB

Middle Period, Uoyab
Acrylic on gesso board
Height: 24.2 cm. Width: 21. cm.

73 / ARKPHOR (Temple Votive) OF THE SHRINE
OF MALMUS

Middle Period, Malmusian
Wood and metal
Height:30 cm. Width: 23 cm,

See figure 4, page 8.

Votive used by a small sect whose chief rites concerned
lunar worship and animal sacrifice (see page 9).
From the private collection of Nils Schilaneder.

741 FACSIMILE OF WALL PAINTING

Middle Period, Naciremian, found at Sarnak
Acrylic on gesso board
Height: 72 cm, Width: 60 cm.

This is a replica of a section of a mural found on the
only standing wall of a basilican building believed to
house "public sings." At propitious celestial confluences,
ascertained by astrologers, public prayers were sung at
predawn hours. Paintings such as this one not only
depicted the propitious position of the heavenly bodies,
but also indicated musical notation and intonation by
shape, hue, and chromatic identity.
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7s / FRAGMENT OF A FULCRUM (Headboard)

Middle Period, Naciremian
Ceramic
Height:23 cm. Width:8.3 cm.

This ceramic piece was probably the upper decoration
of a fulcrum. Llhuroscian reclining couches (klinai)
were, typically, adorned with fulcra. These decorations,
especially by Naciremian craftsmen, were whimsical,
usually with references to the ancient bird god,
Aar-Tenn. In this fulcrum there is the unlikely congress
of the giant "ernorr" of the genus Psittacus and the
stunted breeds of lion and bear.

76 / FRAGMENT OF WALL PAINTING
FROM TEMPLE OF PHALLOS AT DRAIKUM

Middle Period, Draikum
Fresco
Height:34 cm. Width: 26 cm.

77 I FACSIMILE OF WALL PAINTING WITH
TAL-HAX

Middle Period, Draikum
Acrylic on board
Height: L27.5 cm. Width: 76 clrl.

This and catalog number 78 are reproductions by staff
artists of sections of wall paintings found, oddly, in
the residential section of Houndee in7966 during
excavations sponsored by the Swedish Institute of
Archaeological Science and Research.
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73 / FACSIMILE OF WALL PAINTING WITH
TAL-HAX AND SHOR-NOO

Middle Period, Draikum
Acrylic on board
Height: 'L26 cm, Width: 88 cm.

79 / MINIATURE VERSION OF A PRIE-DIEU

Middle Period, Draikum
Bronze, solid cast, green patina
Height: 24 cm. Width: 10.8 cm.

The small, stylized figure encased at the bottom of the
elongated ogive arch is in the position occupied by the
supplicant in offering prayers at secular sites. One of the
prayers found with the votive is addressed to the
compassionate god, Tal-Hax. It is a simple examination
of his conscience, beset with self-recriminations and
painfully aware of failures in human contacts. It has
been translated by Sir Adrian Hartley Cruickshank.

Oh, Tal-Hax, would you interpret
these obscure words slashedby foreign alphabets,
those magic omens sxoept up in the dust of solitudeT

Oh, Tal-Hax, will you touch
the mirrors of my mind and gioe shelter
to these silken wings broken
on the tiny days of rain?
Oh, Tal-Hax, taill you fret
wind-tracks for neta signals of my escape
or am I transfixed in the tragic yellow
of layered Time?
Oh,Tal-Hax, must you string
unsummoned galaxies of remorse,

polishedbeads of regret into an untarnishable scapular
to be toorn on the thorax of my thoughts?
Ah,Tal-Hax, do youhear
the torrential sighs of the hungry blind
the laughing pleas of the desperate, young beggars?

Tal-Hax, Tal-Hax, oh, Sacred One
gioe substance to all these transparent people
of martyred shadows and put to rest
the remains of all my insomniac memories.

["Elements of Llhuroscian Literature," p. 3243]

80 / TRALLIB (Oil Container)

Middle Period, found at Draikum, 1964
Bronze,hollow cast; green patina; evidence of gilding;
breaks along head, rim, and foot
Height: 7 .6 cm. Length (from lip to handle) : 21.6 cm.

Usually trallibs were humanoid in shape. However, this
ritual container is of the phallic type used by the priests
of the Temple of Phallos at Draikum. (See catalog
number 133.)

81 / UNIVELL (Oil Applicator)

Middle Period, Draikum
Metal (in leather ulbro)
Diameter: 7.5 cm.

See page 9.

82 / UNIVELL IN ULBRO (Prayer Oil Applicator
in Container)

Middle Period, Draikum
Ivory (univell) and wood (ulbro)
Height (at highest point): 47 cm.
Width (at widest point): 4O.7 cm.

See figure 5, page 9 .

This ivory univell in a sexangular wooden ulbro was
found in secular quarters at Draikum; therefore it is
more reasonable to believe that it was owned by a

wealthy aristocrat than by a high priest.
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33 / COMPUTING MACHINE

Middle Period, Draikum
Wood and metal
Height:3L cm. Width:25.5 cm.

Unlike historical abaci of sliding units, this Llhuroscian
type of abacus used a sguared digit as the count field
with fixed units. Because each unit is subdivided into
three sections, the position of the twenty-seven
numerals governs the count. This complex field records
equations in trillion multiples. Perhaps even more
remarkable is the mathematical fact that division and
multiplication follow accurately by readings on a
ninety-six degree angle from bottom left upward to
top right downward, respectively.
Lent by the Villere Frlres Foundation, Geneva,
Switzerland.

34 / MAP OF TEMPLE OF PHALLOS AT
TROLYDOS

Middle Period
Cloth and ebony
Height: 72,5 cm. Width: 61 cm.

Tlre mry shows the early and later sites of the Temple
of Phallos. The surrounding body of water is belieted to
be the Bay of Anses as described by Thaillus of
Maydron in his chronicle Commentaries on the Horse
People, Book ll.

35 / SECTION OF INNER WAIL OF TEMPLE OF
PHALTOS AT TROLYDOS (Dedicated to Aar-Tenn)

Middle Period
Stone
Height: 2.74m. Length: II.38 m.

See figure '1, page 4, for detail of wall.

Professor Schilaneder believes the orant figures astride
ceremonial stilts are part of a long procession of high
priests who were elevated in life to the position of minor
deities (Lebende Symbole, p. 96).

86 / FRAGMENT OF WALL PAINTING EROM
TEMPLE OF PHALLOS AT TROLYDOS

Middle Period
Fresco
Height (approximate):2.25 m. Width: L98 cm.

S7 / TWO FRAGMENTS OF WALL PAINTING
FROM TEMPLE OF PHALLOS AT TROLYDOS

Middle Period, found at Trolydos
Fresco
Height (of each, approximately): 2.44 m.
Width (of each, approximately): 198 cm.
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88 / FRAGMENT OF WALL PAINTING FROM
TEMPLE OF PHALLOS AT TROLYDOS

Middle Period
Fresco
Height: 2.4 m. Length: 4.7 m.

89 / FRAGMENTS OF EROTIC IMAGERY

Middle Period, found at Temple of Phallos at Trolydos
Wood
Length (of each, approximately)z 74 cm.

90 / FACSIMILE OF WALL PAINTING AT
TEMPLE OF PHALLOS AT TROLYDOS

Middle Period, Malmusian
Acrylic on gesso board
Height: 28 cm. Width:23 cm.

This reconstruction by an expedition staff artist is based
on fragments. (See catalog numbers 86-59.)

35

91l FRAGMENT OF WALL PAINTING

Middle Period, found at Trolydos
Fresco
Height: 40.5 cm. Length: 64 cm.

92 / LACUNARIUM (Decorative Shield with
Salamanders)

Middle Period, Trolydos
Bronzei hammered shield, repouss6 salamanders made
separately; light-green patina, corrosion and breaks on
both sides; missing midsection and front right leg of
reptile on the left, and lower paw and tip of tail of
reptile on the right.
Diameter: 18.5 cm. Thickness: 4.5 cm.

Such shields are obviously too small and delicate to have
been used in battles. Instead they were used as newel
posts on large, elaborate funerary couches for temple
priests. Bartholomew Black traces them to a workshop
in Ronup (The Priest in the Llhuroscian World, p. 106).
Eric Froehner argues for an Atraxos origin (Kunst und
Leben der Llhuros, p. 153).
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93 / MACE

Decline, Sivadian, found at Houndee, L966
Wood, metal, and fur
Height: 99 cm. Width:23 cm.

Catalog numbers 93-99 all relate to the ritual procession
to the Temple of Holmeek (see pages L0 and 11).

Maces were carried by secular officials in the procession
of the most important religious service in the Llhuros-
cian culture-the Tokens of Holmeek. The bearers of
these maces were of a minor form of royalty and the
abstract design of each mace served almost as a coat of
arms. Because the office of Royal Mace-Bearer was
elective rather than hereditary, maces were found in
large numbers in excavated urban sites.

94 / MACE.BEARER'S MASK

Decline, Sivadian
Wood, hide, and ffber (original), beads (partly restored)
Height:44cm.

Such masks were worn on the back of the head in
deference to the empty effigy chairs which follow in the
sacred procession of the rites of Holmeek. This mask
was found in the residential quarters of Houndee in the
excavations sponsored by the Swedish Institute of
Archaeological Science and Research in'1966.

95 / MINIATURE MODEL OF THE TEMPLE OF
HOLMEEK (Home Votive)

Decline, Sivadian, found at Houndee
Metal
Height (without base): 55 cm.
Width (across base): 22 cm.

See figure 6, page 77,

The model was found at Houndee in the expedition
sponsored by the Swedish Institute of Archaeological
Science and Research in'L966. The votive contained
miniature effigy chairs, in scale, which were positioned
in the partitioned dais under the sacred image of
Holmeek.

96 / EFFIGY CHAIRS FROM THE TEMPLE
OF HOLMEEK

Decline, Sivadian, Houndee
Viiben vertebrae and Pruii bird skin
Height (of each) : L47 .5 cm. Width: 53 cm.

The chairs were carried empty in the actual procession
honoring the god Holmeek; the mad Temple Virgins
occupied the chairs only during the climax of the
ceremony. The chairs were individually decorated as

fetishes by the Temple Virgins whose minds and bodies
were ravaged during their imprisonment in the months
between annual f estivities.
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97 / rlELll4ET WORN BY TEMPLE VIRGINS

Decline, Sivadian, found at Houndee
Ivory
Height:48 cm. Diameter: 29 cm.

98 / FRAGMENT OF THE EFFIGY OF HOLMEEK

Decline, Sivadian, Houndee
Bronze
Height: 2.39 m. Width:'1..22m. Thickness:'1,22 m.

99 / OXEN BELLS

Decline, Sivadian, found at Houndee
Ceramic
Height (varying): 9 cm. lo 12.7 cm.

These bells were worn by white oxen in the procession
of the empty effigy chairs.

1OO / MARINATING TRAYS

Decline, Sivadian, found at Houndee
Volcanic ash
Height: 21. cm. Width:15 cm.

The depressions held juices of spices and herbs for
516 cures in a single tray. Such trays are believed to have
been used earlier by the Uoyabian priesthood that was
famed for its intricacies of gastronomy. These were
found at the Temple of Holmeek in the excavations at
Houndee in7966 by the Swedish Institute of
Archaeological Science and Resdarch.
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101/ OSSIFIED PURPLE SEA HORSE

Decline(?), found near the Gulf of Trusiern
Length:39.5 cm.

See page 11.

102 / MIETHYMIATERION (Candelabra-vaporizer-
incense burner)

Decline, Sivadian
Ceramic and Pruii bird skin and vertebrae
Height:15.2 cm. Length:9 cm.

This multipurpose artifact was found at Houndee
in'1,966, and, though classified here as Sivadian, a
Naciremian (Middle Period) dating should not be
precluded. While it is a form of incense-burner, it is
called, properly speaking, a miethymiaterion because
of its different uses. Parts of the Viiben birds whose
skeletons served as the grids for the empty effigy chairs
were used in these objects. The container or flask is a
ceramic frame over which was stretched Pruii bird skin
(see page 10 and catalog number 135), prized for its
elasticity. The vaporific effect resulted from the sides of
the container being squeezed in a hand-grasping action.
The incense holder and candle holder are actually the
small sections or parts of the vertebrae of the Viiben
bird.

A miethymiaterion in the Villa Feoli collection is close
enough in all appearances to be from the same workshop
(see Jandolo, L' Arte Llhurosciana, pp. 272-1a) . The
principal difference is that the Feoli miethymiaterion
has a single horn on which the incense was impaled
while burning.

103 / FRONT PANEL FOR A GNALNUK
(Night Table) sHowING zoDIAC SIGNS

Decline, Sivadian
Stone
Height: 37 cm.
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104 / FRONT PANEL FOR A GNALNUK
(Night Table) sHowING zoDIAC SIGNS

Decline, Sivadian
Stone
Height: 32.5 cm.

105 / FRONT PANET FOR A GNALNUK
(Night Table) sHowING zoDIAC SIGNS

Decline, Sivadian
Stone
Height: 13 cm.

106 / FACSIMILE OF WALL PAINTING EROM
THE TEMPTE ON THE BAY OF ANSES

Decline, Sivadian
Acrylic on gesso board
Height: 28 cm. Width: 23 cm.

1.07 / FRONT PANEL FOR A GRUOHMIN

Decline, Sivadian
Stone
Height: 38.1 cm. Width: 20.6 cm.

hardness, malleability (the bronzes of Llhuros were
often hammered), and ranges of color. Metallography
on these doors show the composition of tin (a metal of
10 percent in most bronzes) to be 22 percent
with no presence of zinc. The flaws common in casting
large objects were caused by insufficient gas tran-
spiration, too rapid heating and/or cooling, and the
slipping or misregistering of the mold sections.
The latter flaw is usually overcome by the use of
chaplets (holding pins joining mold and core) which
must be cut off later causing marks on the surface of the
cast object. Another difficulty in casting large objects
is the resultant shrinkage and cracking, especially in
parts which are alternately thin and thick. Remarkably,
these doors are not only free of these flaws but are
astonishingly smooth and solid, and even close
observation fails to reveal the use of chaplets although
the Llhuroscian casting method is believed to have
been a combination of solid and hollow casting.

The heavy doors were opened and closed by the use
of colipiles (ancient rotor motors powered by steam
condensed in radial pipes usually above a boiler
connected with them) infused by palyrix, a distillate
of ammonia. There is evidence the doors were
damoscened in silver, a practice common in Islamic
casting.

111l FACSIMILE OF WALL PAINTING

Decline, reign of Kai Preiden
Acrylic on gesso board
Height:28 cm. Width:23 cm.

The original mural, reproduced here by a staff artist and
measuring roughly 7 meters by 6 meters, was found in
a gaming room in the villa of Kai Preiden. It depicts
a male orant celebrant standing in a temple door. The
posts support decorative arches of phallic outline,
an architectural feature typical of temples of phallic
worship in the latter part of the Decline. On the wall
adjacent to this mural were painted the following lines,
translated here by Sir Adrian Hartley Cruickshank.

Deform all my desires
Disfigure all my flesh
Y et I press my mouth
OnYour Offering.
Stamp my heart to the ground,
Oh, Master Scourge,
I am one withYou uhen
Your Curse is spat upon me.

Cruickshank notes that it is not difficult to associate
the strident tones of imploring, abiect masochism and
the gloating reference to ritualistic fellatio with the
subject matter of the mural ("Llhuroscian Literature,"
p.38).

1OS / SOLAR SYNCHRONOUS

Decline, Sivadian, Lokust sect
Wood and metal
Diameter: 35.8 cm.

See figure 7, page'12.

109 / ASTROLABE

Decline, Sivadian
Wood and metal
Diameter: 53.5 cm.

See figure B,page1,3.

TEMPLE CLOCK

110 / DOORS FROM VILLA AT ATRAXOS

Decline, reign of Kai Preiden, found at Atraxos,1962
Bronze, bas-relief
Height: 2.75 m. Length: 3.20 m.

These doors are believed to be those which led to the
private gambling casino in the underground winter villa
of the tyrant Kai Preiden.

Historically, the addition of other metals to pure
copper (bronze) produced differeni degrees of strength,
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112 / TRAY IN THE FORM OF A IONIAK
(Flamingo)

Decline, reign of Kai Preiden, near Vanko
Bronze
Height:20.5 cm. Width:18 cm.

Esteemed by bettors, the image of a bird similar to the
flamingo was used in the accouterments of the gaming
rooms of the aristocracy. This tray, found in the winter
villa of Kai Preiden, held the "kutsop" (dice) used in
gambling,

113./ THYMIATERION (Incense Burner)

Decline, reign of Kai Preiden, near Vanko
Gold, hollow cast
Height (with base): 83.5 cm.

The Llhuroscian incense burner usually consists of three
parts: the cap or top, the shaft, and the base. This is a
novel variant of the ordinary censer for it provided not
only cutting blades in the base to dice the raw form of
"katrilis" (an aromatic seaweed, harvested by the Horse
People off the coast of Trusiern and burnt exclusively
by the tyrant Kai Preiden at his underground villa near
Vanko), but also a shaft which opened into two parts,
permitting teeth or tiny gears to grind the seaweed
which was burned on the perforated cup at the top of
the thymiaterion. Stands such as this have been called
candelabra (Hagengreifen, "Llhuroser Antike Kunst-
werke: Auktion IV i' p.13). However Baron Carl
Wilhelm von Reinach in "Kunst und Leben der
Llhuroser," the handbook of Llhuroscian artifacts,
states that inasmuch as there appears to be no means
of affixing candles it must be assumed that they served
as incense burners (p.ZZ).
Ex collection: Alo Adriano Bardini, Florence.
Lent by the Istituto Nazionale d'Archeologia e Storia
dell'Arte, Rome.

114 / EFFIGY FORM

Decline, reign of Kai Preiden
Painted wood
Height:35 cm.

115 / EFFIGY FORM

Decline, reign of Kai Preiden
Painted wood
Height: 42 cm,

116 / EFFIGY FORM

Decline, reign of Kai Preiden
Wood
Height: 57 cm.
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1I7 I METOPE FROM TEMPLE OF SHOR-NOO

Decline, reign of Kai Preiden, found at Sarnak,'1.962
Stone, bas-relief
Height: 2L.6 cm. Width: 10.8 cm.

This metope is believed to have been part of the inner-
wall decoration of a later, smaller temple at Sarnak,
dedicated to Shor-Noo. The theory that there was a brief
revival of devotion to Shor-Noo at Sarnak is based on
such evidence as the recurrent use of the god's image in
murals in extremely poor condition found in residences
there.

118 / METOPE FROM TEMPLE OF SHOR-NOO

Decline, reign of Kai Preiden, found at Sarnak,"t962
Stone, bas-relief
Height:18.5 cm. Width:14 cm.

Karl Louis Aftman suggests that despite the equine
naturalism, the plastic simplicity makes an earlier dating
more likely ("Some Aspects of Llhuroscian Architec-
lure," p. 2't 6).
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119/DUOCORN AND CALF

Decline, reign of Kai Preiden(?), allegedly from Sarnak
Bronze, hollow cast; grey-green patina, traces of gilding
on horns and mane; some incrustation; lower parts of
both ftgures missing; evidence (by ultraviolet examina-
tion) of extensive repair
Height: 23.5 cm. Length: L9 cm.

Iconographically, the duocorn, although bull-like, was
not a symbol of invincible strength but rather of familial
devotion and protection.
Lent by a private collector.

120 / METOPE FROM TEMPLE AT ATRAXOS

Decline, reign of Fakka, found at Atraxos
Stone, bas-relief
Height:19 cm. Width: L4 cm.

The following prayer was found inscribed on the west
temple wall. The translation and comments are by the
English paleographer, Sir Adrian Hartley Cruickshank.
"A gentle demeanor and affection for creatures,
especially birds, was sufficient evidence of a vocation
for Llhuroscian parents to dedicate the lives of their
young sons to the upkeep of the temple dedicated to
Aar-Tenn, one of the oldest and best beloved deities in
the Llhuroscian pantheon."

Oh, Aar-Tenn, great Bird God,
l, Eskhaat, the detsout priest of this
Your temple,haoe distributed the rest of
The Airy Ones, the sacred ronpum, alas!
Oh, Aar-Tenn, this is the truth
I stoear as the leaf of the nadric bush is blue

4'1.

And the eye of the sacred ronpum is red.
I swear it happened as I say:
Lost as I was in the concern of
The Common and in good thought,
I neoer sato the ronpuml
Roosting high up in the smoky,
Still shadows of the temple's sky.
As I raised my tired, old arms and
Sounded the great temple gongs,
They flew away in a waTre I f elt-
A uatse that opened and closed in
Patterns certain, simple, and graceful,
The way, great Bird God, Aar-Tenn, alas,
My holy lif e has neoer been.

["Llhuroscian Literature," p. 38]

121l FRAGMENT OF METOPE FROM
WALL OF TEMPTE OF PHALLOS AT

Decline, reign of Fakka
Fresco
Height: 21, cm. Width:30.5 cm.

CELLA
TROLYDOS

122 / PORTRAIT OF A MAN (Fakka?)

Decline, reign of Fakka, found at Vanko, 1964
Bronze, hollow casl; greenish-black patina;
fragmentary: back and top of head, right ear, and
royal tiara missing
Height:8.2 cm.

The bland countenance belies the total depravity of this
infamous tyrant, shown here in the mitre of a high priest
of the Lokust sect.

123 / VOTIVE

Decline, reign of Fakka
Metal
Height:143 cm. Width:34 cm.

722



T24I }IACE

Decline, reign of Fakka
Wood, meta-I, and hide (original), fur (partly restored)

Height:101 cm. Width:20 cm.

125 / MACE

Decline, reign of Fakka
Wood, metal, beads, and fiber
Height:104 cm. Width:20 cm.

126 / TROLLIUM (Menstrual Chart)

Decline, reign of Fakka, found at Ronup
Volcanic ash
Height: 2L cm. Length:15 cm.

The pegs and dials of the trollium were adjuste-d by
lrr.,ui ,If"r"ttce and were used to indicate fertile periods'

The ultimate decline of the people of Llhuros was not
the result of internascent discord or foreign invasion'
It was the direct consequence of their stupefying apathy

and, according to most anthropologists, the infallibility
of the trollia (see page 14).

127 t BODROCHNA (Combination Fertility votive
and Menstrual Chart)

Decline, reign of Fakka
Stone and shells
Height:32 cm. Width:12.5 cm.
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1.25I OVAL CISTA WITH THRUHAI FINIAL
(Toilet Box with Bird Top)

Decline, reign of Fakka, near Atraxos
Bronze, hollow cast; dark greenish-brown patina with
irregular mottling of brighter bluish-green and
evidence of burning in gray areas; fair condition with
minor breaks along roll of base and tail feathers;
repaired right wing
Heightr 39 cm. Length: 30.5 cm. Width: 15.5 cm.

The Basel cista has been attributed by Professor Ira
Siegal, the preeminent authority on Llhuroscian cistae,
to an artist he calls the "Massarenti Sculptor" in honor
of the nineteenth-century Italian archaeologist (Mario
Massarenti), who published the first research on
Llhuroscian castings (T echniques of Llhur o s cian
Bronze Casting [London and Rome: 1gg11, p. 217).
The cistae were strictly a Llhuroscian luxury item and
were a specialty of the bronze industry of Atraxos,
a pumice city where the tyrant Fakka had a winter villa.
Used as containers for cosmetic, perfume, and
aphrodisiac powders, the cistae appear most commonly
in cylindrical and rectangular forms. The Basel cista is
unusual not only in being oval but also in having an
uncommonly large finial top. This top is in the form of
the male Thruhai, an indigenous bird resembling a
miniature peacock. The unfortunate Thruhai, repre-
sented here life-size, was named for its happy, jubilant
cry. The birds, apparently numerous even in the Pumice
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Cities, were silent during overcast summer days, but
burst into their triumphant little cries each time the sun
reappeared. Despite their popular use as reliable weather
reporters for the people who lived deep within the
pumice mines, the birds were systematically hunted,
trapped, and destroyed for their exguisitely soft
tailfeathers which were a powerful aphrodisiac, needing
only the briefest local application.
Ex collection: Gustav von Schauenberg, Munich.
Lent by the Society of Llhuroscian Studies, Basel,
Switzerland. (Gift of Traymoor Willit, Esq., London.)

12e / PTLLBOX (?) WITH MAIE OHNOS IN
COMBAT

Decline, reign of Fakka, found at Ronup, 1962
Bronze, solid cast; gray-green patina, lid missing
Height: 7 cm. Length: 6.4 cm.

See figure 9, page'L4.

This object may have been used as a container for
aphrodisiac powders. Professor Schilaneder has
uncovered evidence that proves the vocational guidance
counselors created the anxiety that caused some parents
to urge their children to adopt the civic-theatrical life
of the "ohnos." These were recipients of implantations
resulting in sexual elephantiasis. The Lokust sect altered
both sexes during prepuberty by means of haptophoric
implants of "haiguhr," the spongiose fat of the sea cow.
The mammary and penile implants were repeated over
the years until requisite dimensions were reached.
Professor Schilaneder believes the armless women
mentioned in the procession of the Tokens of Holmeek
rode giant turtles because the weight of their breasts
prevented ambulation. (See pages 10 and 11.) He also
believes the female ohnos' arms were not missing but
were atrophied (Lebende Symbole, p. 108). The bout
depicted may have been a part of the notorious Lokust
orgies whose commencement was signaled by a solar
synchronous temple clock (see pages'Lz and tA).

130 / TROPHY IN FORM OF SUIZON
PLAYING COURT

Decline, reign of Fakka, found at Ronup, 1966
Ceramic
Height: 14 cm. Length:45 cm.

This is a miniature model of the game of "suizon" as it
was played by robot players and directed and refereed by
a scientist or intellectual. The trophy was awarded in
alternate years to the outstanding director-referee.

Suizon was a fast, complex, difficult game that was
controlled by the director-referee and involved a pitcher
and several runners, calculated angle shots, and possible
rebounds. Most importantly, the players had to ivoid
the collisions and the physical hazards of depressed
and channeled floor areas. Having the heightened



exhilaration of playing a kind of solitaire, the director-
referee sent from the raised inclined area second-by-
second instructions, via a thought-transference device
worn on hi.s forehead, to the receivers permanently
located in the middle of the robots'heads. From an early
age the players were trained exclusively in sports and
in all phases of physical development. When their bodies
neared the peak of fitness in middle adolescence, these
splendid specimens, with the eager consent of their
sports-conscious parents were lobotomized to become,
hopefully, "suisonok" or sports robots.

The director-referee was expected to be totally objective
in declaring points and errors since he was, in effect,
competing against himself. Because the robots were
performing mindlessly-they were unaware of fatigue
and had no resistance to the competitive urge-he had
some responsibility not to kill them with overexertion.
In social deportment and appearance the players were
indistinguishable from nonrobots and, despite the
mental impairment, were not only accepted fully in
society but, as a matter of fact, were much preferred to
the scientists and intellectuals who, having the facility of
total recall, were carefully avoided at any and all social
gatherings.

131l BUST OF DIRECTOR-REFEREE WITH
THOUGHT TRANSMITTER

Decline, reign of Fakka
Bronze, hollow cast; greenish-black patina, some
incrustation
Height: 1,6.6 cm. Width: 8.3 cm.

England's outstanding female Llhuroscian scholar,
Elizabeth Marion Gaylord, feels the head imparts an
unfavorable impression in that "the subject's attempt
to cover gloating self-satisfaction with a mien of
complacency betrays the terminal point of his psychical
insolvency-the forfeiting of basic values" ("Llhuros-
cian Sports and Games," p. 34).

Professor Schilaneder suggests that a fraternal order
was the donor of this bust commemorating one of their
members' outstanding performance in playing suizon.
The emblems on the base probably relate to a secret
order of scientists (Lebende Symbole, p, 120).
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132 / RECEIVER EROM ROBOT ATHLETE'S
BRAIN

Decline, reign of Fakka
Material unknown
Height: 2.6 cm, Length: 3.8 cm.

The physically splendid athletes had receiving
instruments such as this implanted in their brains
when they became professional sports robots.
The mechanism of neither the thought projector used
by the director-referee nor the receiver can be put into
use today because of ecological changes.
See also catalog numbers 130 and 131.

133 / PRINT OF PHALLIC MONUMENT
DESTROYED IN 1807 BY NAPOLEONIC TROOPS

Late 1.8th century (Monument: Middle Period,
Trolydos)
Hand-colored Iithograph
Height: 1.4 cm. Length: 18 cm.

The colored print shows a Llhuroscian phallic
monument in the Silesian spa, Szczecinski. During the
Napoleonic invasion of this small city by a corps of
French military cooks masquerading as valorous infan-
trymen, the townspeople convinced the ersatz warriors
that the monument, recently buffed and polished by
the domestic staff of Prince Vorokoczrdjevic's chateau
in the background, had been erected in honor of
Napoleon's strict edict that all French military officers
drink their daily rations of fresh orange juice. The
invaders were secretly flattered by the monumental scale
given their common kitchen utensil and exceedingiy
gratified by the servile response of the conquered people.
When the French learned of the innocent, if painstaking
deception, in a destructive rage mourned today by all
Llhuroscian cognoscenti, the conquerors razed the
ancient monument.

See catalog numbers 80 and L34.
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134 / DRAWING OF PRINCE GYULA VUK
VOROKOCZRDIEVIC

Early 19th century
Watercolor
Height: 29 cm. Widthr 22 cm.

See catalog number 133.

Lent by Baron Milos Obrenovic-Djordje of Uzice.

135 / PHOTOGRAPH OF PRUII BIRD

September, 1966
Color photograph, high speed ektachrome film
(ASA 160),1/1oo0 second at f:8;
Nikon F,300 mm. Iens

Professor Colin Faintly, director of the Laboratory of
Ornithology, University of Aukland, New Zealand, took
this rare photograph of the equally rare Pruii bird. (See
page 10.) Professor Faintly reports that the mating cry
of this species is startling in its similarity to a ringing
telephone sound. In his article "Miticides of Coastal
Llhuros," New Ornithology (August,1967), he describes
these birds, which are similar to the sooty-footed
hummingbirds of Llhuros, as sucking their prey
(small insects) in through their large ears by a powerful
suction generated in their elongated stomachs.
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EXTANT TEXTS

Chronicles of the Reign of Kai Preiden (clay tablets).
Colophon of Teeng Lemgo. Istituto Nazionale
d'Archeologia e Storia dell'Arte, Rome.

Mirth of the Pumice Theologue (clay tablets). Colophon
of Kahaoh Lungil. Istituto Nazionale d'Archeologia
e Storia deli'Arte, Rome.
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ollowing is an interaiew between Thomas W.
Leaoitt, director of the Andrew D.White
Museum of Art and Norman Daly, professor

of art, CornellUnioersity, October 26,1921.

TWL: You are one artist visualizing a whole
civilization. The undertaking of such a vast scheme
in various media and on so many levels of meaning
is intriguing, to say the least. I'd like to explore the
origins of your conception of Llhuros and also to
see whether this work is a natural extension of your
earlier art or whether it represents a distinct shift
in your thinking. First, what kind of work were you
doing before conceiving this civilization?

ND: I'd worked mainly with found objects, but I
also pursued the theme of the orant figure in several
paintings, in stone, and in marble.

TWL: How did your work evolve toward its
present pseudoanthropological form?

ND: What got me from painting into sculpture, as

it were, was that I felt that if I was going to pursue
these rather technical goals that I had chosen for
myself, which really had to do with trying to
provoke a haptic experience in the observer, that I
was being limited in painting. I was relying too
much on a chromatic identification, whereas I was
trying to create a muscularly felt reaction, and I felt
that until I got into actual space and working with
volume that I probably wouldn't be successful in
doing it. So I began working with found objects and
also doing some things first in styrofoam and later
in stone.

When these things were exhibited they provoked
little or no interest. Then came an incident that
really pushed me in a new direction. When I showed
some of my work on campus/ one of the construc-
tions that I had exhibited was used by a visitor as a

kind of hatrack, and later when I got to thinking
about this, I realized that the fault was my own-
that the thing didn't exist for the person who put
his hat on it, and it didn't exist because I had
afforded no kind of communication with him-

I had presented the thing with very much the
attitude: "Take it or leave it, or unless you're of the
initiate you won't know why I'm working with
found objects." And I got to thinking this was a
particularly stupid way-being literally closed-
mouthed about.the thing, you know, just going on
that old tradition that if the object, the art object,
doesn't speak for itself, the artist can't implement
that.

Well, I felt that was something I should have
examined many/ many years before I did, and
I thought that when I showed that construction, I
might have included a placard saying that I had
taken these man-made objects (which were never
intended to be put into this particular relationship)
and put them together in the hope that, by juxta-
posing them in a particular way, the imagery that I
produced would be sufficiently strong to overcome
the individual identity of each of the objects.

TWL: The first step toward your concept, then,
was an explanatory label. What next?

ND: Later, I had another experience which directly
motivated me to move into this pseudoanthropo-
logical thing, and that was at one of the concerts on
campus. I realized when I attended this concert,
at which all the music was being premiered, that
most of the people, many of whom I had seen before
in the White Art Museum, were reacting in a totally
different way from the way they ever reacted in
the Museum. They were applying themselves,
and they were giving the artist, in this case the
composer, every possible break, although in terms
of musical experience, the one important element
of anticipation was missing. They were hearing it
for the first time and therefore they couldn't conjure
up in either their minds or their inner ears these
patterns which were unfamiliar and known only
to the moment and therefore known only in
retrospect as well. They were denied the pleasure
of recognition, but that didn't prevent them from
digging in and working very hard with the com-
poser. By digging in I mean they were resisting the
random interference of the concert hall, and making
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an active effort to resist it. And later when I put
some of these things together, I thought it would
be a great advantage to the visual artist, in order to
provoke a deeper audience involvement, if he

could use, not random, but perhaps planned

interference.

Next, I had the benefit of another experience,

that is, of showing to students one aspect of a
painting that they had seen previously but
providing for them a little arrangement which
was like a shadow box in which were doll-like or
effigy shapes, similar to the figures in the painting.
This provided the students with an opportunity to
make a mental reconstruction-that is, they had

to try mentally to see whether this was the
gendarme or whether this was the woman in
the blue cape relating to this or that form in the
painting. They viewed this same painting that
they had decided a few days before was mediocre-
they viewed it at least with a new interest, and the

only way I could explain this was that I had given

them the opportunity to make a mental

reconstruction,

TWL: So what you're doing, in a sense, is inventing
a context for a work of art so that it can be exhibited
and appreciated on a new level that would other-
wise be unavailable to people?

ND: I think so, and the only way that seemed

possible to pool these things together-that is to

say, to provide a deeper audience involvement by
spurring people into paying attention by having
planned interference, and also to provide them with
an opportunity of making mental reconstructions,
giving them some written material, some sense of
direction as to what my aims were-the only way I
could pool all these things together was to present

it as though it were anthropology instead of art.

TWL: Well, this was the origin of the whole
concept. Has it changed any as you've worked on

the material or the exhibition?

ND: Yes. I had never, for instance, planned on

including sound, and I couldn't find the klnd of
sound or music that I wanted to include, so I made

it myself.

TWL: It seems also as though the civilization has

taken on life of its own quite apart from its showing

off the objects.

ND: It seems to get, you know, "bigger," not in a
physical sense, but it's all becoming much clearer to
me than before-this is not to say that I believe in
it or imagine that it exists-it's simply that, as

with any kind of an undertaking, I'm a little
more familiar with what it offers-the possibilities
of its developing-than I was when I first started.

TWL: Getting back to planned interference, could
you explain that concept a little further? Why
should somebody pay more attention to something
when the interference to his perception of it is
increased?

ND: Well, I think that it necessarily involves a

more active response on his part, because he has to

resist something that he knows is other than what
I am presenting. For instance, I do in some cases

leave numbers on the artifacts or even dates.

TWL: You mean you don't always try to disguise

the object completely?

ND: I try in some cases to either disguise the object

or put it into a new context so that the date or this
evidence of the anachronism won't become the

most important thing-it won't be paramount in
any way, but it will be there and have the nagging

effect of interfering with the observer at least to
the extent that he has to decide whether he's

sufficiently involved or interested in what I'm
doing (in the project) so that he will suspend his

disbelief. I have consciously worked toward a point
of trying to get the observer interested enough so

that, for his own selfish interests and holding his

own reality at an arm's length, he will engage in
this on the level of a charade. Then I will make

it tougher for him. That is, I will sort of make
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demands on him to pay more attention-by which
I mean that he will give credence to this in a playful
way-and he will go along with it as it is being
presented, but he will have to disbelieve and
continue to disbelieve. And the disbelief becomes
greater, I think, in proportion, as he goes along
because the whole thing does get outrageous in so
many ways and in so many directions. I would like
the observer when he is through with the exhibition
to decide that it is not entirely fictitious after all-
that it is really another kind of presentation of
what we already know, but presented in a slightly
different aspect or at a little angle.

We take so much of the familiar for granted.
I don't think that I've rea1ly invented anything
or discovered anything, but what I have tried to
do is to point up that I'm talking about myself, I'm
talking about us, so to speak, I'm really not talking
about a fictitious people at all. I think that if I had
the equipment I would like to put much more
emphasis on sociological aspects than I've been
able to do. There are parts that I feel are not
articulated sufficiently so that anyone would know
what I'm trying to do. The fault is mine, of course.

TWL: How far along in your development of the
whole idea of this civilization of Llhuros did you
begin to introduce sociological and other elements
into the visual aspect? Or, was that right at the
beginning?

ND: I think it may have been in the beginning,
because one of the first things that I wrote was the
OId Man's Prayer, in which he is trying to bargain
with his god to intercede with the other gods for
him. And when I began to write the thing I tried to
imagine what would be important in terms of basic
human needs, and I realized that if I just thought
about my own needs and my own values I didn't
really have to make this fantastic at all-that it
was absolutely human in a fundamental sense.
Then it occurred to me that that should be the tack
I should take, that I didn't need to fantasize very
much. Perhaps if I could touch upon some things
that were human enough and broad enough in
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scope that would be recognizable even though
I would fantasize about them-they are familiar
behavior patterns and reactions.

TWL: Did you find any problems in creating a
complete cycle of civilization? How could you
determine the archaic, classic, and decadent periods
of a culture so that it would be convincing?

ND: Well, if it has any such validity I think it
probably is because I wasn't working self-
consciously at any time. They were always abstract
problems for me, and I don't think it's an over-
simplification to say that when the imagery was
simple it seemed to me to be appropriate for the
earliest part, and when it took on certain technical
problems it could become appropriate for the middle
part, and then when it began to show pronounced
dexterity as well as more complicated patterns or
pictorial integration, then i just seemed to think
that that belonged to the decadent period. So, I
suppose it moved from an imagery that was fairly
simple to a little more elaborate but I hope at no
time a complicated kind of imagery.

TWL: It could be considered a kind of parody of
archaeological studies where civilizations are
divided into these categories-here you invented
the categories in order to satisfy the archaeologists,
it seems.

ND: I think so too. In many cases, if not in almost
every case-I don't think offhand of any exceptions

-I made an object and made it to satisfy myself
and then decided what it was as well as where it
would fit into the organization. I didn't set about
thinking that I would use it for one chronological
section. As a matter of fact it now turns out that
I have a preponderance of primitive stuff or archaic
stuff and not very much in the later period at all.

TWL: There is about the whole display a feeling
of jest, of lightness, of a sophisticated spoof 

-isthis close to the central meaning of your efforts,
or is there something beyond that level?



ND: Well,I think of it as a kind of entertainment
in a way I never thought of my work before-but
underneath this I am perhaps as serious, if not more

serious, than I have ever been, because I think I am

more conscious of what I am trying to project
than I was before.

TWL: As you developed your concepts of the

civilization did you consult with experts in various

fields, or did you work it out yourself ?

ND: Well, the first experts that I consulted were

anthropologists, and by that time I had much of it
under way. And they were a great help to me

because they had at least presented to me the notion
that anthropology could be current or present and

I always thought of anthropology as relating to
the past in a historical sense.

TWL: But you really carried on the development

of Llhuros by yourself, only consulting with
anthropologists and others for reinforcement?

ND: After the deed had been committed, so to

speak. Yes, I mean this when I say that I felt I had

an enormous advantage in my ignorance-that
I could afford to start out doing something I knew
nothing about because I didn't know even enough

not to try it-you know, I wasn't handicapped by
knowledge. I had no musical background, so that
when I decided to compose music I didn't have

any interference in the sense of carrying on an

influence or anything like that-it was only, in my
case, an attempt to create some kinds of patterns

that I thought were compatible with the kinds of
plastic and linear patterns that I was working with
in my pictorial work.

TWL: Did you get any technical help in the music

and production of the music?

ND: I got assistance from singers as well as

technical help from Robert Moog.

TWL: How was the music actually created?

ND: In a very painstaking way, since I don't know
anything about music. I first wrote a theme and I
wanted something rather schmaltzy. What I also

wanted was something very poignant, but I wanted
it not as a funereal dirge-I wanted it played fast-
but I still wanted it to have a sadness, that real

schmaltzy nostalgia about it. So I wrote a theme-
a very simple little tune-and then electronically
it was altered with Moog's synthesizer sufficiently
so that it didn't sound as it had been originally
conceived just on the piano. Then I made variations
of that theme and had some singers do some choral

work on it as well as some children of the sixth
grade sing part of it.

TWL: In conceiving of this civilization of Llhuros,
were you influenced by any of the writers who have

envisioned complete civilizations, such as Tolkien
or Swift?

ND: I didn't read anything of Tolkien's-I did
read Jorge Luis Borges and was very much

influenced by his "civilizations."

TWL: Borges certainly projects amazing visions

of possible 6uhu1s5-sould you tell us how you
were influenced by them?

ND: Well,I read his Book of Imaginary Animals
and the way the stories were written seemed to have

almost a biblical character for me-not knowing
anything about literature really-and I had hoped

that I could have something of that sense of being

of the past and being relatively simple.

TWL: Did you consciously avoid being influenced

by other writers and composers of music in your
research?

ND: Yes, I avoided writers who dealt with
imaginary civilizations with the exception of Borges,

and avoided listening to primitive music or music

that might be in the direction that I wanted to work.
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TWL: Why?

ND: Well, I knew that any impression that would
be made on me would be considerable or deep
enough for me to have to spend valuable time trying
to get rid of it, and also I felt that it would make
me too self-conscious.

TWL: What a prodigious undertaking! How long
have you been working on this project?

ND: This is going into the fifth year that I've been
working on it.

TWL: When this exhibition is finally realized
do you intend to stop working on Llhuros?

ND: No-I already have things lined up that
I will get started on immediately. Some of them are

things that I would like to have included in this
exhibit-but I shall go on doing more work along
this line.

Norman Daly
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ook for the red layer
und,er the blacktop parking
lot in the shopping plaza

Lord Carnarvon had financed the search for Tut,
the teenage Egyptian Pharaoh. He was there when
the tomb was opened, and he was one of the first
to view its contents. Several months later (and
several weeks after receiving a mosquito bite),
Carnarvon died. Death came at 1:55 in the morning,
April 5, 1923. Simultaneously, the lights went out
all over Cairo (the cause of the failure is not
known); at about the same time, Carnarvon's dog
died at Highclere, England. Are these events linked
in an unusual way?

The psychiatrist R. D. Laing says that what we take
to be insanity is a perfectly good response to a mad
world. He takes another step-although many do
not follow-and says: Listen seriously to those
who have journeyed to another world and returned
with a myth. Now we anthropologists take a trip
of sorts, and we make up early civilizations from
their debris. Norman Daly's civilization is
manufactured largely from the debris of our
civilization; it is then reset in terms of anthropo-
logical constructs of early civilizations. But what
if our constructs are myths? Then Mr. Daly's
civilization is both a myth, since it is his civilization
alone, and it is also phrased as a myth about a
myth, since he tells us about Llhuros in the common
anthropomythological terms (for example: Un-
identified; Early Archaic; Wood, hide, and stone;
Height,45 cm.) that establish contact with all of us.

The civilization which is Daly's alone is an
interesting place to be. Let the artifacts stand for
themselves, without labels, then art drives around
love, makes a lJ-turn, and comes back out through
religion and science. Or choose some other route;
enter anywhere, exit anywhere. There is no
resemblance whatsoever between any civilization,
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past or present, and the pile of stenciled self-
contained blocks, that make up the sectional
categories for organizing N ezosw eek.

But the debris of Llhuros, together with the
commentary, becomes myth on myth. By mimicking
the way the anthropologist second-hands us a
civilization, Daly draws us into believing. What
are the props? Here are some: Having been
liberated from a land where it was not really
appreciated (we are not told this, but see Frantz
Fanon), Llhuros rests to rot in our cities: Stockholm,
Paris, London, and Rome. Pieces of Llhuros are
elsewhere: the Brown-Singer Foundation, for
example; Viscomte ]ean Louis Bernardy, and Sir
Edward George Hill also have pieces of Llhuros.
There is not space enough to mention all those who
have bought and sold fragments of all the Llhuroses
for their amusement/ or for whatever it is that
drives them to possess and hang such stuff upon
their walls. We know slightly better what motivates
the Oxfordian pedant, Phillip Ewing-Kershaw, to
sweat over the surviving texts. In the same way,
the monks who people A Canticle for Leibowitz
peer at the blueprints of our civilization, thousands
of years from now.

(Who was the Superstar in the Carnaroon-Tut
story, anyway?)

Last Friday, a young woman came to me with a
question. Her friend was about to visit her for the
weekend. To indulge his interest in collecting-
"you know, arrowheads"-shs thought they might
pass a pleasant Sunday afternoon in search of relics.
She asked me to suggest a likely place to look.
Look for the red layer under the blacktop parking
lot in the shopping plaza.

Robert Ascher
Professor of Anthropology and Archaeology
Cornell University
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